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PAGE 13 TM MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Wednesday, May 21, 1975
Shock Trauma Units
BALTIMORE (AP) -- Run-
ning beside the stretcher rolling
down a hospital corridor, Dr.
Ernest Hipolito feeds oxygen
into a patient's lungs.
Admitting nurse Peggy Palm-
er, riding astride the badly
mangled youth, repeatedly
throws all- of her weight onto
his chest.
Automatic doors open and the
ambulance attendant, running
in a crouch, rushes the youth
into the admitting area of the
Maryland Institute for Emer-
gency Medicine, better known
as the shock trauma unit.
' Unlike normal emergency
rooms, there are no walk-in
patients to distract staff mem-
bers. Only the state's most se-
riously injured, those who it is
thought cannot be saved else-
where, are brought to shock
 -
The admitting area table is
empty and waiting. Nineteen
bottles of plasma, more than
are used in many hospital com-
plexes in two nornal days, are
hanging from stands with nee-
dles and lines ready for use. A
monitor for heart rate and
blood flow is running, as it al-
ways is.
Funded by the state at an an-
nual cost of $5.2 million, the
unit is serviced by Medeva,c
flights on Maryland state police
helicopters. The choppers bring
in patients directly from acci-
dent sites or transfer them
from hospitals in outlying sec-
tions of the state.
Blood splatters on the floor
as the patient is placed on the
table. A physician's assistant
cuts off the victim's clothes and
nurses unwrap packages of
sterilized instruments. Doctors
attach a respirator and moni-
tors are attached to his body.
Massive quantities of blood
are pumped into his body as
Miss Palmer continues external
heart massage. Saline solution
is pumped into the victim's ab-
dominal cavity to check for in-
ternal bleeding. The fluid turns
pink. He's bleeding internally.
Seventeen minutes earlier the
young man was lying by a
roadside 36 miles away in Har-
ford County. His car had been
crushed by a tractor trailer. He
was in profound shock, a coma.
He had no discernable pulse or
breathing.
During the 12-minute flight to
the roof of University Hospital,
a state police medic cleared the
patient's throat, attempted to
revive him and gave external
heart massage.
The youth was bleeding from
both ears; had fractures of the
arm, leg and jaw, and had
chgt injuries. Almost any oth-
er facility in the country would
have declared him dead on ar-
rival.
But at shock trauma he was
declared dead only after 15
minutes of work by a team of
trained surgeons, nurses, a
physician's assistant and an
anesthesiologist. Until then no
one had bothered to check on
the patient's name or insurance
coverage. That could wait.
Although the state heavily
subsidizes the unit, the average
charge is still $600 a day at the
beginning of a patient's stay. If
he can't pay and doesn't have
the 4nsurance, the state picks
up the tab, which can be as
much as $30,000.
Death in the shock trauma
unit is common enough, but Dr.
William Gill, clinical director of
the facility, said 83 per cent of
the shock trauma patients sur-
vive, "and that statistic in-
eludes the DOAs." Troopers
MARCH INVENTIONS
MADE HISTORY
WASHINGTON (AP) — In-
ventions that made history
were on the march in March.
A speech teacher from Mas-
sachusetts on March 7, 1876, re-
ceived a U.S. patent for a de-
vice that would transmit the
human voice over wires. The
inventor was Alexander Gra-
ham Bell and his creation was,
of course, the telephone, which
ultimately got him into the In-
ventors Hall of Fame.
Eighty-two years earlier on
March 14, 1794, Eli Whitney
was issued a patent, signed by
President George Washington,
for his cotton gin. Whitney's in-
vention made cheap cotton pos-
sible and led to America's first
big industry — textiles. But it
also sowed the seeds of slavery.
Other notable U.S. patents of
less lasting significance re-
ceived in March were those by
Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin
of Stuttgart, Germany, for "im-
provement in navigable bal-
loons" and Harry Houdini, the
famous magician, who, recgived
a patent on March 1, 1921, for a
diver's suit that allowed the
wearer to escape from it while
submerged.
cannot declare accident victims
DOA.
Gill estimated that half of
shock trauma's patients would
not survive in an ordinary
emergency room. "It's not the
gadgetry," he said. -It's hav-
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them around the clock and hav-
ing senior people."
The unit is fully staffed with
one emergency team at all
times, a half-dozen nurses are
in the critical care area where
patients are kept following ad-
mission .and surgery. Shock
trauma can call on host Univer-
sity Hospital for assistance and
more specialists.
Ttfe unit also has its own op-
erating rooms, blood bank, X-
ray department and lab.
Shock trauma was estab-
lished in 1961 as a two-bed re-
search unit. There are now 12
beds in the critical care area
and 14 in the intensive care
section, the next step toward
recovery after critical care.
Tilt unit is at its busiest dur-
ing, die warm months when
01/ 99 0 0 1 Al
Fishing Season Is Here! We hove the largest tackle display in the area.













If it has anything to do with fishing, we have it and we have more of it than any
other area merchant.
Paint







highway and water accidents
are more common. Although
the unit handles more than 1,-
000 cases a year, there are slow
nights. The conversation then
often turns to drunken drivers.
"Half of our patients have al-
cohol in their blood," Gill said,
adding that abut a quarter of
those patients are legally drunk
at the time of admission.
Nurse Karen Witz said: "I
never knew what a drunk driv-
er was until I came here. A
drunk is
are legal killers."
Most nurses are in and out of
the unit within a year. The
pace and tension are too frantic
for them to stay longer. For
those who stay, the pace and
seriousness of the work are at-
tractions.
"This is the only place like it
in the world," said operting
room nurse Susie Puterbaugh,
"This is unpredictable. You
don't come to work expecting
a killer. Drunk drivers 
__hetordniaso eye operation and two
Bobby Joe
"Bob" Nanney
For Circuit Court Ckrk
And Ye. Vote Far











We Have Swim Wear











Rain or shine, indoors or out, Q. T. gives you











All sizes J. shapes
front 1/2" to 4" thick
Full beds•half beds-cots


















































Reg. 69e & 79e
Tylenol
Tablets
Safe, fast pain relief without aspirin,





































































regular display, must be




must be submitted by 5
p.m. the day before
publication.
2 Notice
"WOULD THE three young
people who got the two
kittens from Mrs. Huie of
Huie's Florist Shop please
contact Eva Crank at 762-
6989 or 753-3535 imm-
mediately. Your kittens









t-fm4ist47og -453-1 ski 9-
Classified Display,
Classified, Circula-













Paid for by the Sullivan for Li
Governor Campaign Committer
6. Help Wanted
ALL AROUND Body and
Fender Man, painter and
estimator Chicago
suburb. Salary to fit ex-
perience. Mr. Jones 312-
446-1203.
WANTED - COUPLES
over 20 interested in extra
income, $400 to $800
monthly possible, 10 to 15
hours a week.
Management experience





436-2569 or 435-2266 after 5
P.m.
Notice
-KeproieWiteintler4 h -of -
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,
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LOST EAST of Murray on
A.B. Lassiter Road, White
female poodle. Call 753-
&500.
FOUND-WHITE female








13. For Sale Or iraoe
LledtPs-- veAvrts-, -Par-
house to house canvass
for new Murray City
Directory. We pay weekly
commissions on your
production. Must be able
to devote at least 5 hours
per day. If selected,
actual starting date *HE
be May 26th. Write,
stating age, address and




BODY MEN wanted. Hicks
Body Shop. Call 753-6243.
SOMEONE TO stay with




FOR SALE good riding
lawn mower. Would trade
for small John boat. Call
753-4684,
14 Wart To Buy
COINS-AMERICAN Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Free appraisals.
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.
-arnrarr-ar-tralartrat tarratatrarantrat.. rat
SMALL ADDING machine
and garden tiller. Call 753-
1976.
DARK FIRED tobacco
plant bed Call 436-5818.
WANT TO buy good used
camper trailer, 13 ft. or
larger. Phone 753-7546.
GOOD USED swingSet.
Call after 7 p.m. at 492-
8538.






collecting on debit in-
surance. West Tennessee














AT THE DC OF THE STORY
OF THE THREE LITTLE P165
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Be OUT FOR REVEN6E !
CAR WASH
atrerewr





















IT'5 ALL , AWFUL...
IS 504l'ANP4 OUR










YOU.- GIT TH' 2.7-CENT; 3-SECOND
VVEDDIN01"-- 3 SECONDS 1 1 ,
AH KIN STAND 0' YCC-1 ,••










table, stroller, 12 inch





sale. 4-6 p m. each day.,




all ladles and little girls
famous brand names
Men and boys -25 per cent
off while quantities last.






















TOMATO STAKES, 54", 15
cents each. Redmon




frost-proof, side by side
refrigerator freezer. $250
or best offer. Call 753-
9218.
QUEEN SIZE bed frame
and solid nvple head
board. Call 753-8651 after
5 p.m.
FORMICA TOP table and
six chairs. Color-tan. 492-
8432
-
CABINET ONLY for home
entertainment center, 96
inch, long. Two solid
maple end tables. like
new. Call 753-1261.
ITALIAN OFF white sofa,
nearly new, Call 753-3456
/ from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,












washing machine in good
condition. Call 753-6135





green, $50. Two modern
chairs, one brown, $15,
and one orange, $20. Call
489-2324.
20. Sports Equipment
14 FOOT Fiberglass tri-hull
boat, Mark 30 Mercury
motor, tilt trailer. Call
753-5309 after 5 p.m.
SKI BOAT, 16 foot Thun-
derbird, tri-hull, walk
through windshield, 85
h.p. Evinrude. $1200. Call
753-3280.
10 SPEED Bicycle 26" good
condition. Call 753-3608.
22 Musical
FOR SALE bedroom suit,
bookcase headboard bed,
dresser and chest of
-drawers. Call afta-4op.in.'w'
492-8714.
FOR SALE vinyl chair,
beige. Phone 753-4959.
COUCH AND two chairs,
dinette table and four







THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up.to $80. Come in and see







and cultivator. $1200. Call
436-5399.





165 BUSHEL grain wagon,
like new. 1969 Javelin, 6-
cylinder, 3-speed. Call
435-4537 after 4:30 p.m.
FORD TRACTOR, 2000,
2600 hours. 6 foot
Sidewinder bush hog,
bucket style blade, and a
tractor trailer. Call 753-






Or will trade for good












with topper, $200. 9' x 12',
7 ounce canvas tent with
pole and tent cases, $100
Call 767-4786 or 767-2753
GOSPEL PIANO and voice
lessons. Reasonable
rates. Call 753-0425 days,
-253-7527..oights... - • - -
BALDWIN PIANOS and



















for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911
24. Miscellaneous




Wards has 48" 1112 ga.
fence outfits on sale at the
lowest price of the
summer. Call 753-1966





special - 5 per cent
discount on all storage
buildings in stock and
patio covers. Custom built
portable buildings located
on Hicks Cemetery Road,
one mile south of Cherry






Meil to: Box 14
Paris, Tow 31242
IT'S TERRIFIC the way
we're selling Blue Lustre
to clean rugs and
upholstery. Rent
shampooer, $1. Western
Auto, home of -Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
TOMATO) STICKS, 52"
long .10 each, Bean Poles,
















100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,





ome early or late everything
must go iirninniley end ri.w.iive
1718 Nader Drive
73347•1
WATER HEATER Sale, 5
year outright warranty.
All heater elements are
4500 watt round models.
30 gallon single element
$66.88. Double Element
models 30 gallon $69.88. 40.
gal. $79.88. 52 gallon
$89.88. 82 gallon, $129.88.
Table top double element




TILLER 3 H. P. 1386




27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 60 CHEVELLE mobile
home, $3000, on Hwy. 464.
753-7566
27. Mobile Home Sales
PRICED USED but brand
new, 12 x 64,411 electric, 2
bedroom, and front dining





12 x 60 SCHULT mobile






china cabinet. Phone 527-
9981.
24 x 60 DOUBLE WIDE
-artfurnishezi,..
balcony, carpeting,
drapes, central heat and
air, new washer and
dryer, deluxe-appliances
and decor. See at No. 74
Riviera Cts. or call 753-
5361.
1975 MOBILE home double
wide, 3 bedroom, com-
pletely furnished, 11 acres
land, all tendable. Creek
runs through center, all
fenced. Located on Coles
Camp Ground Road, 3
miles from city limits.
Sell or trade for 2 or 3
bedroom house in town.
Call 753-8133.
1971 HOMETTE 12 x 52, 2
bedroom. See at Fox
Meadows, E5.
12 x 65 SCHULTZ mobile
home. Excellent con-
dition. Call 753-0584.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes (highway 94).
29 Mobile Home Rentals
NEW 1975, 12 x 50, all




Call 767-4055 after 6 p. m.
MOBILE HOME for rent or
sale. 12 x 64 Melody home,
3 bedroom, all electric.
Call 753-8682, after 4:00
p.m.
10 and 20 WIDE trailors.






ming pool. Families only.
753-3855.
33 Rooms For Rent




South 16th St. 753-6609.
32. Apartments For Rent
NEW - TWO bedroom
duplex apartment,
central heat and air.
Built-in kitchen. Located















pets. Available now until
Aug. 15th. $100.00 per
month. Phone 753-1203 or
753-1790.
ONE BEDROOM fur-
nished, all electric heat
and air-conditioned, very





May 25. Call 753-6524.
LARGE VACANT nice
modern apartment,
furnished, in country. $75
monthly. Call 753-8333 or.
/53-7671.
TWO • BEDROOM apart-
ment, carpeted. Couplet
or teachers only. 753-2898.






MURRAY MANOR - All












Phone 753-5865 days, or
753-5108 after 6 p.m.
FURNISHED APART-





- ment, furnished or un-
furnished. Call 753-4331.
Retired Couples
Where one is 62 or over If your
net worth is IAN than 2.5,002113 not
counting furniture or car and
qualify, the government will pay
a large portion of your monthly
rental. New I and 2 bedroom
apartments is Murray Manor.
Central air conditioning and










33. Rooms For Rent
FURNISHED ROOM for
rent. Call 753-1387. Across
from university.
34. Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM, two
bath house with many







Street. $150. Call 753-7548.
HOUSE FOR Rent will be
available after June 15th.
No Pets, $50.00 deposit.
Call 759.6069 or 753-8243.
No calls after 8:00 p.m.
FURNISHED THREE
bedroom, 2 bath house.
Convenient location. Ideal




Howse for 4 college girls or hers
Olive leek, neer waiver
,sir coomfinee.ti
one 753-51011 after 6
. m. and on Sunday
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT - Private lot
on Roberts Estate, 100 x
200 ft. $30 per month.
Hook-up for trailer. Call




poodle, male, year old,
good with Children, house
broken. $35. Call 489-2246.




puppies, black or blond
Cocker Spaniels, red
miniature dachshunds,




for large dog. Call 753-
8709
NOW AVAILABI.E -
Beautiful sable and white
collie puppies-AKC
registered - Call 443-7969
(Paducah) after 4 p.m.
PARADISE KENNELS -
Boding and grooming,'




























































































































































male 18 months old, 120
lbs. Perfect pet and farm
watch dog. $100. Call 753-









Saturday, May 23-24, 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. Bicycle,





. Hughes, 3 miles North of
Coldwater on Highway
1836. New and used
clothes, shoes and
GARAGE SALE Saturday,
May 24, 9 a.m. -6 p.m. 1902
BAY FILLY, 2 year old, Gatesborough Circle.
black mane and tail,
gaited, unbroken. Call
753-4401.
ONE IRISH Setter, male




potato slips. Can fill any
size orders. 1/2 mile off




CARPORT SALE 610 S.
9th, across from Thornton
Tile. Men and Women's
clothes, large atfd small,
extra nice. Also
miscellaneous. Friday
and Saturday, May 23 and





YARD SALE, two party,
Saturday 24th May, 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Watch for signs
on Poplar Street between
15th and 16th Furniture,
toys, clothes, odds and















3-PARTY yard sale, 505
Beale, Friday and
Saturday, May 16-17,
postponed if rain. Many
items.
43 Real Estate
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom, newly
redecorated inside and
out, new carpeting, on .
acre lot. One car garage.
Two miles from Iv.furray.....
- raffle appointriient. Call
753-4931.
SPRING SPECIALS-






sonnet at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
.to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
Weis tIres immireme hies all
the charm and dirtinctiee of the
really expensive residences. Im-
ported light firteres, complete
kitchen inciredirg disimasier,
compactor, doable  
refriperetes, Peo-o-imetic,
I steno tope ad redo,
papered attractively, coder
shines and Cypress en wells and
ceilletp. Priced in the 30's.
Watt* the seeirrols in the
weeds adjacent to this W-
heel,* three bedroom,' 1/215th
hems, that bee lest boon
ruined. This immeatinte home
has a precticie finer pine.
Owner leaving tow wield ate-
seder any reatenahis hid. Priced
to sell le tie 20'a. Call es nem.
fleartifol beildhep sites ea
weeded 6 ecru tract hearted
East of Merrey.
Whoa Reel Estero






WHY DON'T -THEY LEAVE AVISTAKY
SY:TWANG -0 u5 EXPERT5 ? "
45. Farms For Sale
Fixture and Grocery Aaction
Saturday, May 24, 10 a.m.
Reim or Shies
Oile Medi North of 5 Poems at G. W. kWh. Grocery and loam,
Merrey, Ky.
Mr. McClain wants his customers to benefit from
his going out of business. Store is open as usual.
Every item in store is discounted. Unsold gorceries
will be offered for sale Saturday, along with 6, 8 and
14-toot, four-shelve counters, 5 x 5 check our coun-
ter, 10-foot Frigidaire vegetable case G. E.
Refrigerator, ice cream box, 2 sets of scales, cash
register and adding machine, gravity fed self shar-
pening electric meat slicer, large meat block, 6-foot
meat case, drink box. Five rooms, bath and store
combined is for sale privately. Will offer 2 nice
bedroom suits, pair of matching half-beds, springs
and mattresses, Ginny Linn type, and 125-year-old
dresser, marble between small drawers, old spin-
dle-back rocker, square oak dining table, square
and turn legs, unusual 5-foot church organ bench,
electric lamps, dinette table, crocks, brass had
scales, preserves stands, blue ruffle vase, Seth
Thomas and Dr. Pepper Wall clocks, and much
more. Detailed announcements day of sale. Not
responsible for accidents.





  Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent. Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.




Hwy., 1 acre, Roads,
Trees, Lake, Golf, Fish
& Hunt, rich soil. 500
million $ Power plant
under const. near by. U
payments 7 per cent Int.
Pics & Info. Write NTR,










The best selection of
quality bum used homes
at a reasonable price
527-9981
$10 down and $15 per month
will buy a large wooded
lot at Keniana Shores.
Lake access, central
water, all weather
streets. Phone 436-5320 or
436-2473.
45 Farms For Sale
THREE ACRES land, six
room house, double
carport. Call 753-9378, 753-
. 7494, or 753-7263.
NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
young couple or elderly
couple. 753-9761.











home, phone 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. 753-9868 6 p.m. to 10
p.m. 753-6145.
BY OWNER: Lakefront
lot, year round home.
Central heat and air, lots
of cabinets and closets,
24, baths, basement with
living facilities. Call 436-
5332.
LYNN GROVE Road, 3
bedroom, 1 bath brick
veneer, central electric
heat and air, fire-place,
carpeting, on 3-acre lot.
Contact Boyd Meters, 105
N. 12th or Call 753-8080.
THREE BEDROOM brick
home, two baths, shag
 carpet, central heat and
air, garage, fenced in
back yard, lots of storage




large living room and
den, gas heat, 'air con-
ditioned, stove and
refrigerator, washer and
dryer. Must be seen to be
appreciated. 317 Irvan
Street. Call 753-7381 or
753-8175 9 a. m.-5 p. m.
BY OWNER-three
bedroom brick - one year
old. Living room, family
room, kitchen-den, 11/2
baths, fully carpeted,
central heat and air,
double car garage. One
block from Murray High
School. 753-2659 or 753-
8012.
FOR SALE BY owner:
New house in Circirama,
818 So. 9th Three
bedrooms, 1/2 bath,
fireplace. You select the
Carpet. Call 753-7670.
OLDER BRICK home,
three bedrooms, 1/2 baths
over 1500 square feet.
Close to MSU and grade
school. Shown by owner
for two weeks only. Call
753-9545.
THREE BEDROOM brick
home, two baths, shag
carpet, central heat and
air, garage, fenced in
back yard, lots of storage
space. 701 Earl Court.
Call 753-3726.
BY OWNER, in Can-
terbury, three bedrooms,
two baths, central heat





*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
elEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
46 Homes For Sale








Qualifies for full $2,000
tax credit. 753-9208.
47 Motor( 0.1es
1973 YAMAHA OHC 750
Chopper. Like new. Call
753-8046.
FOR SALE: 1972 CT 70
Honda 4-speed trail bike.
1000 miles, like new, $300.
Boys bicycle, $25, and
"cat" mini bike, $75.







Runs good. $50 Call 753-
8891.
9 Wed Cars & Trucks
1970 JEEP V-6. Call 436-
2227 or 436-2211.




condition $100. Call 753-
0412.
1972 GRAND PRIX, ex-
cellent condition. Must
sell. Going overseas. Call
753-2864 after 5 p. m.









Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile east
of 68 and 641 intersection.





12 years experience. Free
estimates. Call 753-3351.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-



























efficient service. No job






TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.
CONTACT SCHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-







ROOFER will do build-up
roofing and water
proofing. Free estimate.
Will also mow lawns. 753-
4465.
KiRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds. Ix.
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
Ask about the dry
cleaning process too.
Free estimates. 24 hour
answering service. 500
Maple. 753-0359.











Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.
SMALL GARDEN plots
made with roto-spader. $5
per hour. Call 436-5621.
PASCHALL PLUMBING &
ELECTRIC. Well pump
repair service. Call 753-
5674.
NEW OR OLD, remodel
and repair. Brick, block,
tile, and pea gravel
walks. See James
Hamilton. 753-8500.





1968- FORD Step-Side pick-




Saturday, May 31st, is the LAST DAY to purchase
City of Murray BUSINESS PRIVILEGE and VEHICLE
LICENSES (CITY STICKERS) to avoid. 10% ptiosshy that
- • wites, died- icao-4.-Ths•Cap-Clorit'o *Row will be
open from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. May list for the
convenience of these who ore unable to purchase their
licenses prior to that date.
City of Murray
rI71 VOLKSWAGEN Super
Beetle. Good gas mileage.
Will take trade.
Sacrificing Call 753-1497,
10 p.m.- 12 noon.
1973 CHEVROLET Custom
10 pickup 24,000 miles,
six cylinder, straight
shift. Excellent condition.
Good tires Call 753-1918
or 753-6740 Ask for David
Hill.
1973 3411 DUSTER. Silver









milage, very good con-
dition. $1750. Call 767-4467,
1917 CHEVROLET pick-up,
V-8 motor, straight shift,
blue and white. Call 489-
2162.
JEEP CT-3A. new paint,
good mechanically, good
tires, Call 7534532.
1972 BUICK Electra, good
one owner, local car,
Priced to sell. Call 753-
5532.






1974 GT VEGA wagon. Will
trade for larger car One
owner. Good condition.




toilets, bath tubs, sewers.
Electric sewer machines.
Repairing of water lines
and faucets. Call 436-2490.
D.C.'S ROOFING-new





gutters with baked on
white or colored enamel.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-
2310 for free estimate.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric












Printed While You Watt
Wallace's
Book Store
15th St., iscross frees
PAW Larry
GET YOUin WW1 mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, roto-
tillers, and small engines.
436-5525.
51 Services Offered
L& M BLACKTOP paving.
New drivtivinrs installed-
and old °he's recap and
repair. Also seal coating.





















WILL-. --TRADK-- -three -
bedroom brick, four miles
from city limits, located
in wooded area on 5 acres
for house in city. Call 753-
0172.
53. Feed And Seed
TOMATO STAKES for
sale. Approx. 1800. sticks,
10 cents each. Call 753-
2958.
HAY, 28 acres, timothy and






years old, needs space to
run. Call 753-4551
TWO GRAY-striped kit-
















been found in this
area. For all types
of Aerial spraying.
753-4389
From 10:00 a. m.








free estimate, call 437-
4790 or 437-4712.
HINMAN'S RENTALS:
Roth tillers, hedge shears,
carpet and tile tools, wet
and dry vac, scrubbing
and polisher, chain, jig,
sawzall, and cutoff saws
Furniture dollies, jacks.
auto, sewer tools, and etc
















FOR SALE BY OMER
Has just been reduced $2600. At 1661 College
Terrace. 2700 sq. ft. with 2-car attached garage with
office. Three bedrooms, 2 full baths, lots of closets,
formal living room and dining room, complete built-
in GE kitchen. Family room with fireplace. Nice
carpeting. Owner moving to lake home. For more
information call 753-7241.
NOTICE
As most Calloway Countians know,
there has been an effort on the part of
several citizens to get the management of
our local Hospital to keep a physician on
duty at the Emergency ward during the
night hours. So far our efforts seem to be
fruitless.
Petitions are now available for any one
who feels like they can volunteer some
time getting names to these petitions.
A united effort on the part of all in-
terested citizens will be needed to obtain














































Mrs. Mavis C. Brewer of
Murray Route Eight died
Tuesday at 11:45 p. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was 74 years of age.
The deceased was the wife of
Clyde Brewer who died April 7,
1955 and was a member of the
West Fork Baptist Church. Born
November ,25 1900, in Callowaa,
County, she was the daughter of
the late Dee R. Drinkard and
Mary Lou Ray Drinkard.
Mrs. Brewer is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Brent.. Jo)
Manning, 2002 Coldwater Road,
Murray; one brother, Ortis
Drinkard of Murray; seven
grandchildren; twelve great
grandchildren.
Also surviving are four half
sisters, Mrs. Lonzo (Estelle)
Lovett, Almo Route One, Mrs.
Velma Nell Rose, Royal Oak,
Mich., Mrs. Hugh (Imogene)
Palmer, Kirksey Route One,
and Mrs. James • ( Betty)
Coleman, Murray; three half
brothers, J. D. Drinkard,
Detroit, Mich., George Branch
Drinkard, Ferndale, Mich., and
Paul Drinkard, Rochester,
Mich.; one step sister, Mrs. E.
J. (Jimmie Lee) Carmichael,
Savannah, Ga.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at three p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. R. J.
Burpoe and Rev. Jerry Lee
officiating. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.




• Mrs. Sarah Bowman of
Paducah, sister of Mrs. Gertie
Lane of Murray, died Monday
at 6:15 p. m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. She was 80
years of age and a member of
the Berea Baptist Church.
Survivors are her husband,
Fleet Bowman, 953 Smith
Avenue, Paducah; one son, Dee
Hicks, Paducah; one daughter,
Mrs. Pauline Gardner, Boaz;
one sister, Mrs. Gertie Lane,
Murray; seven grandchildren;
seventeen great grandchildren;
two great great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
this morning at eleven o'clock
at the chapel of the Lindsey
Funeral Home, Paducah, with
Rev. Perkins Atherton and Rev.
Elmer Crouch officiating.
Pallbearers were Thomas
Ellegood, Joe Crossland, Jerry
Hayden, Charles, Michael, and
James Champy. Burial was in
the Woodlawn Memorial
Gardens, Paducah.
The funeral for Miss Minnie
Adams of Almo will be held
Thursday at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
Heyward Roberts officiating
and the Tilghman Barrow
Quartet providing the music.
Pallbearers will be Boyd
Bizzell, James Neale, Elizah
Balentine, Jackie Burkeen, Ray
Gene Coursey, and Bill Miller.
Burial will be in the Sinking
Spring Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Miss Adams, age 84, died
Tuesday at 1:50 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
hospital. She was a member of
the Flint Baptist Church and is
survived by one sister, Mrs.
Vadie Coursey of Murray, and




Willie D. Parker of Murray
Route Five died this morning at
4:45 at the Cardiac Care Unit of
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 63 years of
age.
The deceased was a farmer
and a member of the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church. He and
his wife, the former Katie Lax,
wrid sari:TN-ea, -Wire married
January 6, 1937. Born
November 11, 1911, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Dee Parker and Jessie
Evans Parker. "
Mr. Parker is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Katie Lax Parker,
Murray Route Five; two sons,
Tommy D. Parker, Murray
Route Four, and Donnie Gene
Parker, Murray Route Five;
one sister, Mrs. Jim ( Roxie )
McCreery, Hazel Route Two;
one brother, Thannie Parker,
Murray Route Six; one grand-
daughter, Teressa Faye
Parker.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. R. J.
Burpoe officiating. Burial will
be in the Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after three p.m.
today.
Ewart Johnson was in Murray recently campaigning as candidate for the post of Lt. Governor
in Kentucky. With him are Z. C. Enix, Mrs. Z. C. mix and Freda Steeley, local Johnson co-
chairmen.
Over-All Consumer Prices
Jump •6 Per Cent In April
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Gro-
cery prices reversed a two-
month downturn and helped
push over-all consumer prices
up six-tenths of a per cent in
April, the government reported
today.
The • April increase was




public employees has emerged
as an issue between two can-
didates in the race of
Democratic nomination for
state senator from the First
District.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks charged
today that the views Richard
Weisenberger, one of two of
Sparks' opponents in the race,
''apparently depend upon to
whom he is speaking at the
moment." Calloway Countian
Ronnie Jackson is the third
candidate in the race.
Sparks, long opposed to
collective bargaining for public
employees charged that
Weisenberger had declared his
opposition to collective
bargaining at one point in the




this newspaper this morning,
countered by saying "I am
City School Board
To Meet On Thursday
The Murray City School
Board will meet in regular
session Thursday at the Board
office, according to Supt. Fred
Schultz.
Included on the agenda will be
a report of the budget and policy
committees, review of bids on
band instruments, staff
recommendations, and end of
the year activities.
The meeting will be at 7 : 30 p.
nl
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 360.2,
down 0.3. Below. dam 3.143- op-
0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a: m. 360.1,
down 0.3. Below dam .320.0, up
0,2.
Sunset 8:02 p. m. Sunrise 5:44
am.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stack of local interest at noon,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., al
Murray, are as follows,
Kaufman & Broad 4  7% +%
Ponderous Systems .,. .11% Ala
Kimberly Clark 29% -1/2
Union Carbide 63% -%
W.R. Grace 26% -%
Texaco 23% -%
General Elec 45% -14
GAF Corp.  11/2 -14
Georgia Pactfic 43% one
Pfizer 33%
Jim Walters 37 -%
Kirsch 14 unc
Disney 5314
Franklin Mint 31¼ -%
Prices d gloclui of local interest at noon
today farsislasd to the Ledger k Times by
1 M. illmenCe. are as !Wows:
Airco 111% gm
Amer. Motion 5% -4
Ashland Oil 20% -%
AT&T 49 -%
Boise Cascade 224 -61i
Ford 37% A
Gen Motors 447's +3/4
Gen. TIre 13% +14
Goodrich  II elli
Gulf Oil 14% As
Pennwalt  23% -%
Quaker Oats 154. unc
Singer 14% It
Tappan 4 +14
Western Uni 134 unc
ZenIth ..........24 -'.4
Dr. Earl Adams of the
Coldwater community, retired
veterinarian and World War I
veteran, is serving as chairman
af the Veterans Committee in
Calloway County in the Julian
Carroll for Governor campaign
for the primary election May 27.
Adams, who worked with the
Kentucky Department of
Agriculture during the ad-
ministrations of former Gov.
Bert Combs and former Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt, was ap-
pointed by Dan Bazzell, county
campaign chairman. He is also
a former Calloway County
magistrate.
Noting that Carroll is the first
governor from the Jackson
Pure4rase—nr- the trNtory-rit-
Kentutity, Adams said he is
urging all veterans to support'
him "so that we can continue to
have a West Kentuckian in
Frankfort as the state's chief
executive." •
committed to considering
collective bargaining for public
employees but absolutely
without a strike clause. My
consideration will depend upon
the wording of the bill and I
would he opposed to high-priced
arbitration intervening in local
disputes."
Five counties—Calloway,
Carlisle, Fulton, Graves and
Hickman—and the four
southernmost precincts in
Marshall County make up the
senatorial district. The seat
became vacant early this year
when Carroll Hubbard of
Mayfield resigned to assume his
new duties as the U. S.
Representative from the First
Congressional District of
Kentucky.
biggest increase since January
when retail prices also rose Six-
tenths of a per cent. But the
increase still was far below the
typical monthly increases of in-
flationary 1974, when the an-
nual rate was 12.2 per cent.
The White House hadOraid it
did not expect the lower March
rate to continue. The April in-
crease was in line with the ad-
ministration's forecast of an
annual inflation rate of about 6
or 7 per cent this year.
Retail prices over the past
three months have risen at a
Primary. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
Currunins, Custer Reynolds, Sue
-Connor, and James Graham.
Commissioner of Agriculture
candidates are Kenneth Boone,
Woodrow Hollan, Ray Stewart,
Tom Harris, John Stephenson,
and Beverly Yeiser.
Candidates for the Clerk of
the Court of Appeals are H. D.
Bowen, Martha Collins, Kelly
Thompson, Jr., Gene Cline, and
Larry Freas.
Railroad Cornmissioner
candidates are Dick Fryrnire,
Volney Brien, J. D. Darnell,
Tunny Poore, Jerry Austin,
George Williams, Charles Peck,
Raymond Harper. and Henry
Keeling.
Two Air Force Officers
Killed By Iran Terrorists
- TEHRAN ( AP ) — Terrorists
shot and killed two U.S. Air
Force officers on a Tehran
street today as they were being
driven to work.
The assassins escaped. The
Iranian government said they
-were Marxist guerrillas, and
"no action will be spared to
find the murderers and bring
them to justice."
The embassy officially identi-
fied the dead men as Air Force
Lt. Col. Paul R. Shafer Jr, 45, a
native of Dayton, Ohio, and Air
Force Lt. Col. Jack J. Turner,
45, from Carbondale, Ill.
Shafer, a graduate of Ohio
State University, was married
and the father of two children.
__Turner, a graduate of the Uni-
versity of Nebraska, was mar-
ried and the father of three
children.
About 20,000 U.S. citizens now
live in Iran.
Unofficial sources also re-
ported an Iranian murdered by
terrorists today. They said he
was an employe of the govern-
ment radio-television company,
Ebrahim Nushirevani, but had
no other information about this
killing.
A woman telephoned The As-
sociated Press office anony-
mously at noon and said: "The
Philip Tibbs
execution of American officers
today was a reply to the execu-
tion of nine Iranian revolution-
aries in prison last month.'
Identifying herself as a
spokesman for the Iranian
People's Warriors Association,
she said Shah Mohammed Reza
Pahlevi is a "stooge of the
Americans, therefore, we mur-
der Americans."
The shah paid a state visit to
President Ford in Washington
last week and is now in Paris
on his way home.
Man Injured In
Accident Today
Noel Tyner was injured this
morning when he got his foot
caught in asphalt paving
equipment while working on a
driveway on S. 9th Street,
Phil Owen, radio dispatcher
for the Murray Police Depart-
ment, happened on the scene
and was reportedly responsible
for extricating Tyner's foot
from the scene.
Tyner was being treated at
the local hospital for a possible
broken ankle and lacerations
Re.spectfully Requests






Political ad paid for by Philip Tibbs, candidate
seasonally adjusted annual rate
of 5.8 per cent. During the
same three-month period in
1974, retail prices rose at an
adjusted annual rate of 11.8 per
cent.
The Labor Department said
last month's increase reflected
an upturn in food prices, follow-
ing two months of decline, and
a large increase in nonfood
commodities.
Prices were reported up for
many items, including used
cars, furniture, houses, gaso-
line, magazines, auto insur-
ance, natural gas and foods
such as fresh fruits, eggs and
beef. Prices were listed as
down for mortgage interest
rates and fresh vegetables and
sugar.
In a separate report, the La-
bor Department said that aver-
age hourly earnings of produc-
tion workers continued to rise
along with the average work
week, but the purchasing power
of the weekly paycheck contin-
ued to lose ground.
Real spendable earnings —
that is, what's left after deduc-
tion for taxes and adjusted for
inflation — fell one-tenth of a
per cent in April and were
down 4.1 per cent over the
year, the government said.
Children Weren't Expected To
Survive Experience In Burning
Home; Still In Treatment Now:-
WICHITA, Kan. (AP) — It
takes three hours for Carol
Woodard to bathe her two chil-
dren, with the help of three oth-
er adults.
Every day, Mrs. Woodard,
the children's great grand-
mother, a visiting nurse and an
aide from the Sedgwick County
Heal& Department -spend-pain-
ful and traumatic hours with
Randy and Cindy Woodard.
Randy is 4 years old. His sis-
ter, Cindy, is 3.
Two and a half months ago
they nearly lost their lives,
trapped inside their burning
bedroom. Mrs. Woodard and 18-
month-old Glenetta escaped the
March 3 blaze without injury.
With second-and third-degree
burns over their entire bodies,
Randy and Cindy were not ex-
pected to live. After a week in
intensive care, doctors still
WASHINGTON (AP) — Fif-
teen servicemen were killed in
the rescue of the merchant ship
Mayaguez and three others are
missing and believed dead, the
Pentagon says.
The dead included 11 Ma-
rines, two Navy hospital corps-
men and two members of the
Air Force, the Pentagon report-
ed Tuesday. Another 50 Ma-
rines, Air Force men and sail-
ors were wounded in the battle
last week off the coast of Cam-
The casualty list, revised up
and down several times, now is
"as close to final as possible"
except for possible "minor ad-
justments," Pentagon spokes-
man Joseph Laitin said. -
About 350 American troops
took part in the battle to free
the Mayaguez and rescue its 40-
man crew from Cambodian
captors. The casualty list shows
about 20 per cent of those who
participated were either killed
or wounded.
Laitin said the three Marines
listed as missing in action were
fighting on the island when last











gave the children less than a 50
per cent chance of survival.
They spent the next two
months at the Shriners Burn In-
stitute in Galveston, Tex., ar-




There- they- underwent deli- -th8 the lang-healiPti PrnMINi-
cate skin graft surgery. For 21
days their arms and legs were
suspended in the air and pins
were surgically inserted in
their bones to separate fingers
and toes for healing.
Last week, the two young-
sters were home again in Wich-
ita.
They still have open burns
that require daily bathing and
treatment. Their hands, arms,
legs and feet remain bandaged
and hand splints and leg braces
must be worn at night for pro-
for when the final muster was
completed after the Marine
force was withdrawn.
Asked if the three might have
been captured, Laitin said that
"according to eyewitness ac-
counts, there is very little like-
lihood they are still alive." He
modified his statement to say
this is certainly true of two of
the Marines and probably is so
of the third.
At another point, he said that
"all eyewitness reports so far
indicate that no American
fighting men were left alive on
the beach."
No bodies have been recov-
ered, he added.
tection and currective, 1Teat-
ment. Their faces are barely
visible because of the pressure
masks they must wear, except
when eating.
Molded to their facial fea-
tures, the masks are a new
treatment proven successful in
preventing facial scarring dur-
They will wear the masks an-
other six to 12 months.
take 16 years until all
the corrective surgery they
must have is completed," said
the 22-year-old mother. "But
it's such a miracle they're
alive. I've so many people to
thank."
The Coldwater Church of
Christ will have its 41st annual
homecoming on Sunday, May
25, with Bro. T. R. Jones of
Mentone, Ind., as the guest
speaker for the preaching
services at eleven a. m. and 6 : 30
p. m.
Bro. Jones was born in
Calloway County and has
preached in churches in
Western Kentucky. He has also
worked with congregations in
Michigan, Tennessee, and
Indiana. Bro. and Mrs. Jones
have three children. The guest
speaker is a graduate of Freed
Hardeman College and Murray
State University. ,
A basket lunch will be served
at 12:30 p. m. with singing at
2:30 p. m.
The public is invited to attend
the homecoming events on







A long neglected segment of our society is our
Disabled American Veterans and our Senior
Citizens. Both of these groups deserve the respect
and attention of the public, but in our busy world
we often overlook their problems.
If you will elect me your State Senator, I will
personally introduce legislation to grant free
fishing and hunting licenses for Disabled Veterans
(a privilege already extended to Senior Citizens)
and free tuition to state colleges for these
deserving Kentuckians. This will hardly dent the
state budget, but will mean a great deal to those
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Calloway countians should be proud of
the many in-depth services offered to us
through our local Comprehensive Care
Center. In the last month, the Com-
prehensive Care Center has added another
such service to our community - a service
which has been badly needed and one that
will again make up proud.
The new program is an Adult Day Care
Center for young Calloway County adults
with developmental disabilities. The
program provides a class for adults with
mental and-or physical handicaps Monday
through Friday from 8:30 to 3:00.
The program is being funded partially
by the Developmental Disability Service
Act and from the Calloway County
Association for Retarded Children. The
Murray-Calloway County Mental Health-
Mental Retardation Board is providing the
facility.
The activities the p,..rticipants will be
involved in are arts and crafts,
homemaking, and recreation. Training in
basic skills in social, sell-help, household
tasks, woodworking, gardening and other
areas will be provided in this program.
The objectives are to provide p:easure,
skills and a sense of self respect and ac-
41 1 LEARNING TO FIGHT INR_ATION: )01Thrtyr Phps, Ralph Cathey,
Tony Forres and Patty Thompson are putting in the first garden at the
Comprehensive Care Center.
Jean Lindsey, a community volunteer, is helping Patty Thompson
with her weaving.
LARGE




OUR PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER I
WILL MAKE 6 TO 8 DIFFERENT POSES gi
FOR YOU TO CHOOSE FROM
:Ls
••
dbr; 'a' iteekrAVYCvnYrn'6•6 •
FREE 11x14 Silvertone Portrait
to EVERYONE OVER 60!
This Very Special Offer is presented as an
• 1 IC 2/3 4sew. %ask.% iwyout ',patronage. .•• upEE SIZE .6_ • ...Air • 'eXpreaSea , a •aal.,
• ,• •-migge4, ..••••••••••• sum" A W•••00. • ..F.PW.V111911,Pgr . -
Handling
* Siltertone Bust Vignette
* One Per Subject • * No Age limit
* Groups '1.00 per person extra, eithcr size
Montgomery Ward's
-120.Chesowt .
io a.m.-5 p.m. Friday-May 23rd Only
Lowe's Studio - Water Vally, MS
'AV.TAMIxastl,vs,t4, fsTLVAWAT4w.40%***
complishment for the individuals in the
Program.
To qualify for the program as individual
must be 18 years of age or older and be
classified as having a developmental
disability. Any resident of Calloway _
County is eligible to apply for this ser-
vice For more information contact Mrs.
Pate Holt, the teacher of this class at 753-
8622 or Mrs. Billy Dewnngultstto
the program, at 762-2056.
Mrs. Holt hopes to organize a volunteer
program. Anyone wishing to donate a few
hours a week or more to helping in this
program should contact her at the Center.
Many items are also needed for supplies
and equipment are lacking at this time.
Donations of any kind will be picked up if
desired. Following is a list of suggested
items needed: sewing machine, ironing
board, iron, garden tools, carpentry tools,
cooking utensils, arts and crafts
materials, old magazines, and money.
• Help support this new program by
purchasing a ticket to the 1975 Charity Ball
tc be held at the Murray State University
Ballroom on May 24. Tickets are $20.00 and
are tax deductible. Call Mrs. Joe Prince
for tickets at 753-9368. For donations mail
to Mrs. Edward Overby, .7-'arnelot Drive,
Murray or call her at, 753-8973.
Jean Edwards works on her w casing project at the Center.
Photos by Wilson Wooller
This is the sans* ballot for the City of Murray.
Al precincts ii. the County will be voting this ballot less the City Common Council, except Coldwater 
precinct, they will not be voting
for State Representntivo race. (Sty ore in Legislative Districts Plumber 2 with Graves Co.)
This Semple Bullet has Charlie McKenna,/ as Charlie McKinney, but on the ballot it is spelled correct.
I ergo all readers of this newspaper to steely or vote this sample ballot, cut it out and carry it 
with you to the polls. This is a long
ballot and will be lines waiting to vote at the very best. Mervin Harris
Calloway County Court Clark
Sample Ballot
Primary Denise, Tuesday. May 27. 1575
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER







Baby Boy Hutchens (mother
Rosemary), Rt. 5, Box 2258,
Murray, Baby Boy Thompson
(mother Rebecca), Rt. 2, Paris,
Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Miss Sandra F. Dennis, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Jerry M. McC,allon, Rt.
• 7, Murray, Mrs. Norma D.
Frank, 1513 Johnson Ave.,
Murray, Herman E. Roach, Rt.
1, Hazel, Erie Duncan, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Freda C.
Carraway and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Fara K. Erwin and
• Baby Girl, Rt. 3, Benton,
William R. Scarbrough, 905
Fairrarie Torr.,-fvturray, -Conaus_
Alexander, Hardin, Mrs. Ona
Whitnell (expired), 1209
Dogwood Dr., Murray.
The Aye-Aye is a furry ani-
mal about the size of a cat. It
is one of the lemurs, relatives
of the monkeys. Its name




FOR THURSDAY. MAY 22, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Mixed influences. Confusion
could reign if you are not on
guard. Do not let slight
misunderstandings blow into a
storm. Use your wits.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Stellar aspects fairly
favorable, but you may have to
work a little harder for benefits.
Ars/3, two admonitions:- Avoid.
the bizarre and DO be careful if
dealing with strangers.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Trouble-free performance
should be yours this day. Direct
your efforts astutely to en-
compass all essentials. Pet
projects should go over with a
Willis Cites Experience
In Race For It. Governor
CORBIN, Ky. I AP) - He's
been a reporter, a miner, a ste-
nographer, and he's held jobs
as a jeweler, salesman and real
estate broker. Now, says Lyle
Willis, he wants another job —
that of lieutenant governor.
Willis is one of 11 contenders
for the Democratic nomination
for lieutenant governor in the
May 27 primary.
"I got more experience and
'raining in any occupation, you
name it," said Willis, who is no
newcomer to political races.
He ran for the Democratic
nomination for Congress from
the 5th District in 1972 and last
year. He lost both times to
John Breckinridge of Lexing-
ton.
"I'm not a rich man," says
Willis, who adds he's spent $50
on his campaign thus far. "I
don't believe in buying the of-
fice anyway."
In this town, Willis has no
problem with name recognition.
But he says it's a different sto-
ry in other parts of the state.






rest of his effort, Willis says, is
being run "mainly through the
U. S. mail."
A typical campaign envelope
from Willis contains a single-
spaced typed letter crammed
with political slogans and a de-
scription of his platform and
qualifications. It also contains a
pen, a printed matchbook, a
handful of cards or other cam-
paign staples.
Willis says he hasn't waged
his campaign as intensively as
he had planned to. He attribut-
es this to sickness in the family
— "first one thing and then an-
other."
But, Willis says, he is coun-
ting on the public to respond to
his image "as a man of the
people."
And his campaign budget
limits his activities, Willis
adds.
"I can't get around in a heli-
copter like (Jefferson County
Judge) Todd Hollenbach.
Hollenbach is one of four can-
didates for the Democratic gu-
bernatorial nomination.
When you are adding diced or
sliced avocado to a tossed
green salad, be sure you use
avocado that is firm-ripe; if it's




( June 22 to July 23)
Expand in operations going
well, setting a better pace for
speedier results. Stress your
fine organizational ability.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) 44g
Certain persons may make
irresponsible statements: Do




( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Some unusual development in
0810
Cabinetmaker's Talents Pervade Old Capitol
FRANKFORT, Ky.—When
the Old Capitol reopens to the
public June 7, following an
extensive restoration, "Boone
Day" guests will tour House and
Senate chambers which are
furnished much as they were
'when Gideon Shryock com-
pleted his masterpiece in 1830.
The once barren West
Committee Room on the first
floor now features a 14-piece set
of rosewood furniture that
previously graced nearby
"Liberty Hall" in the Victorian
era. The East Committee Room
is resplendent with Empire and
late Sheraton items.
It will be hard to convince -
guests that only eight usable
-the - making -will affect_you_ -pieces-of furniture. were _found
pleasantly. Especially favored in the Old Capitol following a-




project curator William B.
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
.1L_ZI, Floyd. That condition was soon
remedied by donations, Floyd's
Good stellar influences, but a acquisitions and the arrival of
few "tricky" spots will bear cabinetmaker Lynn Sweet.
watching. Properly alert, 
however, you can eracticate 
From his basement shop
located in the Old Capitol Annex
them and go on to bigger and
better things. next d
oor, Sweet has refinished
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Me*
Fine cooperation from others
indicated; also the possibility of
an interesting proposition. Once




Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You may have to revise some
plans now. Others may assist
somewhat but, in general, you
must draft your own alter-
ations. Be prepared for the
unexpected.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Straying off the beaten path
not advisable. You'll find more
opportunities, greater satis-
faction in activities close to
home.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A creative idea could prove
more remunerative than you
suppose. Fine gains indicated if
you play your cards right.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) Xe.
Indications are that a bit of
luck is coming your way. Take a
chance — especially in an ac-







Your Vote & Support Ap-
preciated
Pol Ad paid for by T I Collie, Can
didate
YOU BORN TODAY have an-
alert, inquiring mind: At'O'"
usually physically dexterous,
too. However,,I your tem-
perament, at times, is too ex-
plosive for stability, so you
MUST learn to control nerves
and temper. You are an idealist,
a deep thinker, and are en-
dowed with the talents required
to succeed in music, painting
and writing. You are usually
working on several things at one
time and, if you do not take up
one of the arts as a career, you
will almost surely take up one
as a hobby or avocation. Clever
and ingenious, you would make
an excellent inventor, scientist
or engineer. If you choose
business as a career, your best
field would be real estate.
Birthdate of: Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, novelist ( creator of
"Sherlock Holmes"); Richard
Wagner, Ger. composer; Sir
Laurence Olivier, actor.
all the antique furniture used in
the restoration. That alone is
rather impressive, but, even
more important, the 24-year-old
Wilmore cabinetmaker made
technical drawings of the desks
and chairs used in the second-
floor House and Senate
chambers.
Since no one knows what
happened to the originals.
Sweet had to rely on a brief
description of the desks from an
1830 Senate Journal and an old
picture of similar desks in the
U. S. Senate Chamber in
Washington, D. C. Armed with
this meager information, he
drew detailed sketches that
have some to life through the
craftsmanship of a Grand
-Raprds; -Mich. •firm. - _ _
Sweet himself completely
designed and built the Senate
Speaker's desk and also has
helped rebuild an original
pioneer log cabin now housed in
the Old Capitol Annex.
Hired for the restoration,
Sweet's efforts have so im-
pressed state Historical Society
officials that they hired him as a
permanent employe. Lately ne
has been refurnishing furniture
that will be placed in the
society's museum on the first
floor of the annex. ( The
Historical Society Museum also
is scheduled to open June 7, free
of charge to visitors.) When that
chore is complete, Sweet will
reproduce Kentucky items that
may be sold in the museum's
gift shop.
However, Sweet said, he ,
prefers working with furniture,
especially 18th and 17th century
designs in their American
transitions. "I would like to
have my own shop someday,"
he added.
For now, he seems quite
with the shop provided
for him -----the Histrfrical
Society. Sweet owns an im-
pressive set of old-fashioned
planes and also makes use of
many antique tools belonging to
the society, including a brace
dating from the 1700s. He ex-
plained that flea markets and
antique sales were a major
source of his acquisitions.
For others who enjoy working
with wood, Sweet's "success
story" is encouraging. He has
never had structured classes in
his art and has practiced his
craft formally for only five
years.
Sweet explained that his
father is a person who prefers
attempting tasks himself rather
than looking in the "yellow
pages" for someone to do them
for him. The father's interest in
carpentry was transmitted to
his son, but it really was never
sparked until 1970, when Sweet
was vacationing in New
England. There he met a man
who had carved a ship's
figurehead, an artist who soon
had Sweet carving a likeness of
himself from woad_ ,
Sweet later worked with a
friend's father, making
reproduction antiques until he
was contacted by Floyd.
Sweet's latest project has
been a giraffe piano once owned
by Confederate hero John Hunt
Morgan. The piece is now in the
Historical Society collection
and will be refinished in time
for the museum opening.
The Morgan piano and other
historical rarities soon will be
ready for guests' inspec'iots.
The museum collection and :he
Old Capitol furnishings cover,•.-
wide spectrum of tastes and
styles, but most visitors would
agree that specialized skills,
such as those exhibited by




MURRAY HILL, N J —
Bell Laboratories, one of the
largest industria laboratories
in the world, just celebrated
its 10th tmniversary-Jan.- 1...
Of all Bell Lab discoveries,
nvention of the transistor
probably had the most far-
ranging impact with applica-
tions ranging from portable
radios, computers and medi-








The next four years will see many new problems arise in
our state, in-addition to our present problems, that will have
to be dealt with by our General Assembly. I believe my far-
, wt„..setiits volusiimbewkd-t.dukailimuik-bAckW.44talar-SLAU4D.ties
 1. at
anderstAncrancirtoresent ttrerinterrit rrf-therropler— - -
of Our district in that Assembly. I would appreciate your
consideration, support, and vote on May 27. 
_
•
Democratic Primary May 27, 1975









WE TAKE THE CONFUSION OUT OF BUYING TIRES!










Guaranteed against all road hazards and de
fects for the life of the original tread 11 tire
fail&. we will at our option. repair it tree or
replace it charging only for the tread *err
on a pro rata share of the exchange price
plus tax
Guaranteed against wear out for the tine
specified If tread wears out in this period we
mg replace it charging the current exchange
01.Ce less set d ' ad(rovanC• plus tow
SUPER QUIlLITY
1-PLY nnon
9ITUBELESS BLACK7.00 x 13REG. EXCH. PRICE 28.95 plus 2.00 f .E .T.and tire off car
Low profile design, wrap around tread, Dynagrip




REG. EXCH. PRICE SALE PRICE F.E.T.
1.9824.95 18.99
7.75 x 15 25.95 19.99 2.12
8.25 x 15 28.95 22.99 2.33
7.75 x 14 25.95 19.99 2.10
8.25 x 14 27.95 21.99 up
All prices plus F.E.T. and tire off car













'State & local taxes
extra where apples






REG.EXCH PRICE 28.95 plus 1.86f.E.T.
and tire off c
WHITEWALLS $2.50 MORE
• A tire engineered and built for rmonomy minded
motorists.
• 4-Ply polyester cord body. .. tough and bruise resistant
for a smoother, softer ride.
• Low, Wide 78 Series profile for improved driving
• F i e stability.xs  y  n
tread compound for long mileage and
better traction.
TIRE SIZE REG. EXCH. PRICE SALE PRICE F.E.T.
E-78 x 14 29.95 24.99 2.27
F-78 x 14 31.95 26.99 2.40
G-78 x 14 33.95 27.99 2.56
G-78 x 15 33.95 29.99 2.6,3
All prices plus F.E.T. and tire off car.











SALE PRICES GOOD AT OVER
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No one seems to know who
was the first person to use
tobacco sticks in harvesting and
curing tobacco. Many of
Kentucky's first settlers were
farmers who had grown tobacco
in Virginia and North Carolina
and who had come through the
mountains with explorers such
as Daniel Boone and James
Harrod. It seems likely that
these early settlers brought the
practice of using tobacco sticks
with them and that sticks were
used in harvesting some of the
first tobacco ever grown by
white men in Kentucky.
Sticks have continued to play
an important role in the
production of tobacco right on
up to the present day. Burley
growers often use 1,500 sticks or
more for each acre they
produce. At harvest time, they
,seer live. or six plants onto
each sfrck thrnhIj fRe
sticks in the barn until the leaf
is cured.
Finding an adequate supply of
sticks has been quite a problem
for many growers in recent
years. The problem is likely to
increase in 1975, according to






Baby Boy Phillips (Lenora
Jean), Route 6, Box 133 AB,
Murray, Baby Girl Er-




Route 4, Murray, W. H. Con-
ners, 626 Lockerage Street,
Mayfield, Mrs. Deborah Leigh
Beach, Route 2, Box 237,
Murray, Mrs. Joan Elizabeth
Beck, Route 3, Benton, Alben W.
Crouch, Route 7, Murray, Miss
Carol S. McDougal, 1307 Poplar,
Murray, Master Stuart Mills
Davenport, Route 6, Box 266,
Murray, Mrs. Alma Marie
Oglesby, 1604 Calloway,
Murray, Mrs. Moselle H. Flora,
830 South 4th, Murray, Mrs.
Louisa E. McCuiston, New
Concord, Henry H. Hargrove,
Route 7, Murray, William R.
Whitis, Waldrop Trailer Court,
Murray, Mrs. Maude K. Whiti.s,
Waldrop Trail./ Court, 13,
Murray, Orville C. Jetton,
Route 1, Sedalia, Carl C.
Alexander, Box 3, Dexter,







Miss Pamela J. Todd, Rt. 7.
Murray, Ralph M. Crouch, Rt.
1, Murray, Mrs. Anna I. Sims,
701 Williams St., Paris, Tenn.,
Lloyd E. Key, 611 S. Broad,
Murray, Miss Karen S. Miller,
1405 Main Apt. No. 3A, Murray,
Mrs. Rebecca L. Thompson and
Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Rosemary T. Hutchens
and Baby Boy, Rt. 5- Box 2258,
Murray, Robert P. Hornsby, 813
Olive, Murray, Mrs. Lela
McCuiston, 1303 Peggy Ann Dr.,
Murray, George L. Green, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Flare Schroeder,
Rt. 3, Murray.
Nflera,
specialist at the University of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
"With quotas up 10 per cent
over last year, more acres will
be used for growing tobacco,
and more sticks will be needed
to harvest and cure the crop,"
Massie points out. "Also, sticks
which were broken last year
will need to be replaced."
Massie says most tobacqp
growers prefer to use sticks
which have been split by hand
out of hard wood such as oak or
hickory. ''The hand-split sticks
are stronger and last longer
than sticks which have been
sawed out with a machine,"
says the UK specialist. "But
hand-split sticks are hard to
find nowadays. There just
aren't many people making
them anymore."
"Splitting out tobacco sticks
is a masterful art, passed along
from generation to generation,"
Massie countinues. "It is a skill
which is still very valuable to
the burley industry. But like
many other skills which were
common to farmers of
yesteryear, this skill seems to
be rapidly disappearing."
One Kentuckian who still
hand splits tobacco sticks,
however, is Pearl Hornsby of
Tyner, in Jackson County.
Exchanging the crosscut saw of
earlier times for a chainsaw, he
starts out by cutting oak and
hickory trees from timber on
his own farm. He also uses the
chainsaw to cut the logs into
four-and-one-half-foot lengths
the length of a tobacco stick).
He says a section of log this
length and 12 inches in diameter
will usually produce 80-100
sticks.
Hornsby begins the process of
converting a section of log into
tobacco sticks by using wedges
and a maul to split the section
lengthwise into about eight
pieces. Each of these pieces can
then be rived, or split, with the
maul and a froe a tool con-
sistn}g of a flat blade with a
'handle attached at a right angle
to one end).
Hornsby uses the maul to
start the froe into the wood,
aiming for a stick about one
inch square. He then works the
froe down the length of the piece
of log to split out the stick. He
controls the thickness of the
stick by turning the piece of
wood over and back and ap-
plying downward pressure on
the froe.
"Some logs are easier to split
than others," says Hornsby. It
depends mostly on the grain of
the wood. I can usually tell
when I first open up a log
whether ornot it will split well.
If it doesn't split well, it is used
for firewood."
_After he has rived out the
sticks, trimmed them, and put a
point on one end, he sells them
for a price of $12.50 per hun-
dred. He figures he has a little
over two hours time invested in
each 100 sticks, including about
an hour for riving.
Hornsby helps operate a
grocery store and service
station in Tyner, and also keeps
a small herd of beef cattle on his
farm. Thus, making tobacco
sticks is a sideline for him. But
it is a sideline which provides
him and his family with a good
source of supplemental income.
At the same time, he and a few
other remaining practitioners
of this almost-forgotten art are
providing a product which is





CHICAGO ( AP) — Deaths
from accidents in public places
reversed a sharp upward trend
and dropped slightly during
1974, the National Safety Coun-
cil reports.
These accidents include those
involving recreation, such as
hunting and swimming, air and
water transportation and mis-
haps in public buildings.
The council estimates the
1974 total at 24,500, a drop Of
500 from 1973.
The council said drovmings,
water transport, railroad and
firearms deaths in public
places dropped during the year,
while accidental deaths from
falls in public places, fires and
other disasters increased.
Deaths in commercial air
transport accidents rose from
227 in 1973 to 467 in 1974, the
highest toll since 1960. But the
number of fatalities in private
plane accidents dropped sharp-
ly, resulting in no change in the
air,ansilort total.
ammo-
tar. vehicle accidents in 1974
were estimated at 46,200, a de-
cline of 9,600 from 1973.
Accidental deaths in the
„home rtroprdA per cent, from
26,000 in 1973 to -25;63(1in 191ir
Deaths from work accidents
last year were estimated at 13,-
500, a 'drop of 700 from the pre-
vious year.
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. These are special offers made possible by manufac•
liners' allowances and special purchases look for the X
in our ads and in our stores
NESCAFE
Instant Coffee ....... .. 10OZ . $229
VERMONT MAID
2 Pancake Syrup 24 02BTL $145
DEL MONTE
Catsup O341 Z.BEL 95c
HUNT S
Ketchup 70 01  53c







02Beef Stew  CAN 92c
ARMOUR
5C1IFF2S $A, Vienna Sausage 3
PRUF
g Spray Starch n 62c
Bakery prices good through Saturday. May 24. All others
Qtrloier 
good through Tuesday, May 27. Quantify fields reserved.







The Mini-Mizer works like a little adding nia,
chine and fits easily in your purse. It totals up
your food bill as you shop So you don't have to
take our word that Kroger will minimize your
Mod costs Our Mini Miler can prove it to you
The Mini-Muer proves



















































11.1tOCEI TENDER, LEM THRIFTY BEEF
Chuck Steaks .. LB 98c
FAMILY PAK OF 3 TO 5 L113
Pork Steaks Le $109
BEEF & HYDRATED SOYA FLOM Ma
GROUND IN  FRESH OUR 31.Kroger's Pro FLAVOR SEAL" PAX LB 59c
MIXED 
Fryer Quarters ,3 59c
WHOLE OR PORTIONS Of
Semi-Boneless Ham LB $128
FAMILY PAX Of 6 rot
Cube Steaks  LB $169
GLENDALE 7 TO 9 LEI
Boneless Ham LB $ 1 99
SERVE 'N SAVE
a,.







































WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN
AMU •GAS ---




SWEET. HAMBURGER. OR HOT DOG
Kroger Relish
IlIOGIR, MANGO 0I5 MIX
KROGER
Meat Bologna BY THE PIECE





FAMILY PAX OF 3 TO 5 LEIS
Catfish Steaks 













































3 ACT MAZOLA I 
FIGS $1 Margarine PIG.
FOOD EAT MORE TWIN TUB
PKG 89c Soft Oleo LI.16 0/
16 OZ





















Celery Hearts "G 59c
ORANGE GRAPE LIME OR PUNCH 9 FOR Mc
Mr. Juicy Drinks ""1110CEACH
















With this coupon and $10 purchase, excluding 'terns EMI
prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupon eon












With this coupon and $10 purchase, excluding iteiNe
prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupes
MINI merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one.













With this coupon and 610 purchase, excluding items
MM. prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of couponmerchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one.























With this coupon and $10 purchase, excluding items...
prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupon EMI
merchandise Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one NEM










With this coupon and $IO purchase, occluding items
prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupon
merchandise. Subject to applicable taus. Limit one
Good through Tuesday. May 27
11111111111111 ec5er
( TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
Evart/11,mq sou bus at K oepa, is guy amood
for sow total Saltsfectron regardless of man
ufacitarer if IlOsr are nol tent tad Kroger
Ann repiace sour Item v..lh the same brand
or a comparable h. and ot ',fund sour ow
chase re.ce 443°'
We also guarantee that we w.II do ever ythirm in out- power
• to hare ample supplier, of all ,KIVel sin-Oats on our
._Lbalmas imbed trou_sixtmxIca Lhusu_Lit,aue couudiiion
beyond our control WI' flirt Otil of an darer user( qui( .al
we well mil Kitt utc.. tIb same item ort a tuinubr able Wend
omit on, of your 'wrier give yo.y a 'BAIN CHECK- which ,
entitles you to thy same advertised special Jt the same
special price any tone within 30 clays
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Doctor
in the Kitchen°
by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
FOOD FADDISM
Yearnings s h as wanting to
believe in mira are a factor in
all societies. th America. I'm
afraid food faddism stems from
just such yearnings.
It is stimulating. I'm sure, to
believe that certain foods are
miracle foods and that through
them we will have super-health, or
freedom from ill health.
It then follows that in the world
of food cults such foods would
have to be grown differently from
most commercially available
foods in the supermarket. A
phrase such as "organic" is ap-
plied to the "different" foods to in-
dicate that they were grown in the
old-fashioned way—that is, before
today's use of pesticides and so-
called chemical fertilizers.
BUT WHAT FACTS are there
MT relate tb-rhis!- In-terms-el
plant growing, plants use only
inorganic, not organic, forms of
plant food. They utilize nitrates.
potassium, iron and phosphate as
determined by the plant's
heredity. If the soil is deficient in
certain nutrients you will get less
crop but the quality of the plants
you get will not be affected. A
plant so deficient in its own needs
would simply wither, be obviously
stunted, or die—and it would
never reach the market as food.
Thus, I fail to understand how it
is that "organic" foods can be
superior since -organic" or other-
wise, all plants get certain
nourishment from inorganic mat-
ter.
ANOTHER MATTER that can
suffer from faddism is the current
popularity of vegetarianism. I
cannot be against vegetarianism if
people know enough nutrition to
plan their meals properly "If
done carefully and well, a
vegetarian diet is not harmful,"
says Dr Philip White, Director of
the American Medical
Association's Department of
Foods and Nutrition. The two
main varieties of vegetarians are .
(1) lacto7ovo vegetarians, who will
eat milk, cheese and eggs, but no
"flesh foods." and 21 vegans,
'--WKO-.eiclude- anarrat products,.
"If they have to avoid flesh, I
recommend the lacto-ovo style,"
says Dr. White.
BUT IN TODAY'S promotion of
vegetarianism there is a lot of food
faddism and misinformation.
As for the "organic" foods.
specifically, my objection is not so
much with the foods themselves,
but that they are usually sold and
consumed under false premises of
superiority
NEW OFFICERS INSTALLED IN 
the Murray Area Council of
International Reading Associatio
n were, left to right, Judy
Mull, president-elect Johnna 
Puttoff, president Sonny Gard-
ner, treasurer; and Nell Ta
ckett, corresponding secretary.
Sue Roberts, corresponding 
secretary, was not present.
Dr. Carlin Receives Award From





Political Advertising Paid for by the
Candidate




the president's award from
Kentucky's state IRA president,
Dr. Yancey Watkins. This
award is presented annually
throughout the state to
presidents of local associations
for exceptional work in the field
of reading and-or for their
councils. The Murray Area
Council received the state
president's award for local
achievement.
These awards were presented
at the annual banquet of the
Murray Area Council of IRA at
Barkley Lodge. Special
presentations were made to




Fortin, teacher, Trigg County
Middle; and Dr. James Carlin,
associate professor, Murray
Look At What Is
Happening At Lindy's
19' Hamburgers & Miniature Golf Course
Every Tuesday Pay 25'
& Play All The Golf
You Would Like
Lindy's is selling only 100 % pure ground
beef
I Every Wednesday Ladies
Play Free with paying
  Escort. 
Ask about Free Hamburgers for your next
Birthday Party
Every Thursday is Family Night. The
whole family plays a round of golf for
$1.00. No matter how large or small
Free Ice Cream Cone With Each
Meal
Every Saturday Is Kiddies Day
11-5 p.m. Children play for
25c a One or 3 games
for 60c






Open 9.30 itur.-te-Midniqht —7 Days A-Week - —
Get To Know Us Better
State University.
Johnna Puttoff, Trig County
-teaC1ie'r7  was' Ifired ãs-
president for the council for
1975-76. Judy Mull, teacher in
Trigg County, was installed as
president-elect; Sue Roberts,




kecretary; and Sonny Gardner,
Thgg County teacher, as
treasurer.
The Murray Area Council is
composed of reading teachers
and interested citizens from
Trigg, Calloway and Marshall
counties, Murray and Benton
city school systems, and
Murray State University. It is





parents, and others interested
in the teaching and im-
provement of reading. Anyone
interested may contact Johnna
Puttoff, 1605 Miller Ave.,






LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
State Sen. William L. Sullivan
of Henderson, one of 11 con-
tenders for the Democratic
nomination for lieutenant gov-
prnor, has lashed out at one of
his opponents' campaign prom-
ises, calling it a "cruel hoax on
the people of Kentucky."
He commented Sunday on
state Sen. Thomas Ward's pro-
posal to increase the severance
tax on coal by 50 per cent.
Sullivan said the proposal




:Coal has to com-
pete with coal from other
states, and if you tax it too
heavily, it is no longer com-
petitive in the nation's. mar-
ket," Sullivan said. "We there-
fore would sell less Kentucky
-1APic9.4eg, itrimmtkaP
we would otherwise."
Sullivan, in an earlier inter-
view with The Associated
Press, said he considered Sec-
retary of State Thelma Stovall
his chief competitor for the
nomination in next week's pri-
mary election. Mrs. Stovall has
said she considers Sullivan her
closest rival.
Mrs. Stovall has endorsed
Gov. Julian Carroll for the
Democratic gubernatorial nom-
ination. Sullivan hasn't en-
dorsed anyone, saying candi-
dates should be involved only in
their own races.
-I have said some nice things
about Carroll," Sullivan said.
.1 have been working with him
closely as acting governor, but
I have not actually endorsed
him.
-I don't feel that I belong in
that race," said Sullivan, who
has served in the Senate for 14
years — the last eight as presi-
dent pro-tem. "I am running
my own race and don't feel
that any of the gubernatorial
candidates need any endorse-
ment from me."
Sullivan said if he's elected
he will "continue to fig-ht for
the adequate funding of ele-
mentary and secondary educa-
tion.
"I would, in general, attempt
to be a junior partner to the
governor in the executive
branch," said Sullivan. "There
is no reason why it (the lieuten-
ant governor's job) should not
be a full time job.
"The modern national trend
is to involve lieutenant gover-
nors in the executive branch,
and I think Kentucky should
Atlis ,trend.iLthis cioeR(t.
happen, then the legislature
should provide ample duties for
the lieutenant governor," he
said.
Sullivan, in effect, became
acting lieutenant governor
when Julian Carroll succeeded
Wendell Ford as governor. In
that capacity he has served as
acting governor more than 50
times when Carroll was out of
state.
"I have devotee a good part
of my life W learning the duties
of lieutenant governor and I did
not want to see that go to waste
and decided to run for the of-
fice," said Sullivan, a World
War II fighter pilot who still
races planes as a hobby.
Sullivan is a graduate of
Centre College and received his
law degree from the University
of Kentucky. He is a member
of a Henderson law firm.
Closing Out
Sale!
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641 S. at Midway
Harvesting a small grain crop
for silage can provide a lot of
extra feed for cattle on many
Kentucky farms. But small
grains should be cut early
enough that the second crop can
be planted by mid-to-late May,
according to Morris J. Bitzer,
Extension grain crops specialist
at the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
"Corn planted later than May
15 will produce slightly lower
yields than corn planted
earlier," says Bitzer.
"Soybeans can be planted later
than corm and still produce
maximum yields."
Data from research con-
ducted last year by Bitzer and
Roger Hemken, UK dairy
scientist, support the early
harvesting of wheat for silage.
They harvested wheat for silage
on May 10, which was just
before blooming and about 10
days after heading. They also
harvested barley for silage on
May 21, just before it reached
the soft dough stage. The crops
were allowed to wilt before they
were chopped into silage.
Both the wheat arid the barley
yielded approximately nine tons
per acre of silage containing 35
percent dry matter. Since the
protein level of a small grain
crop drops at it matures, the
percent crude protein was 9.25
for the wheat and 7.81 for the
barley. Thus, the wheat
produced the most protein per
acre.
When the silages were fed to
dairy cows, the pounds of mild
and butterfat produced per day
were the same for both silages,
although the dry matter intake
per day was slightly less when
the wheat silage was fed.
"This data indicates that
wheat silage can be cut early in
May, leaving time for a full-
season crop of corn or soybeans
following the small grain," says
Bitzer. "Barley, when cut
earlier than near the soft-dough
stage, will not normally
produce as much total dry
matter or protein per acre as
wheat cut at the same stage of
maturity."
If rye is harvested for silage,
it should be cut and wilted when
it is in the boot, or pre-heading
stage, according to Bitzer.
Winter oats harvested for silage
in a double-cropping system
should be cut at heading, which
will- be in }ate May or early
June. ,
Bitzet emphasizes that small
grain silage cut before the crop
has reached the soft dough,
-StSte Awrid-be, wiltth ti4- the
dry matter level is down to 35
percent. If the crop is to be
direct-chopped, it should be
allowed to reach the dough-







Designed for multi-room cooling; 3-speed cooling,
push button controls, Attractive woodgrained front





even less with trade
EXPERT MSTALLAT1011 & DELIVERY AVAILABLE. EXTRA
Reg. 399.95
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even less with trade
Automatic thermostat, 3-speed cooling, fresh air ond eshousi
controls, S-way car directors, installs easily w.ii
High Efficiency-Central System Pourer
OTASCO.
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May 24-26 with 6 days'of extra
low prices that
will make your holiday
an enjoyable one. Have





















8 a. m.-10 p. m. 6 a. m. - 12 p. m.
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forms from their insurance
companies are having trouble
filling them out, according to
Insurance Commissioner
Harold McGuffey.
McGuffey said the forms,
which are being distributed by
auto insurance companies who
do business in Kentucky, are to
be used by those who wish to
reject no-fault auto insurance
coverage. But apparently, he
says, many policyholders are
confused about how to complete
them—incorrectly completed
forms are being received by the
Kentucky Department of In-
surance.
Those who have trouble with
7he form, or questions about no-
fault insurance, should contact
heir insurance agent, attorney
)r the department, McGuffey
said.
The purpose of the new law,
enacted in the last session of the
legislature, is to assure fast and
automatic insurance payments
to persons who are entitled to
no-fault benefits and who are
injured in Kentucky traffic
accidents. It takes effect July 1.
No-fault payments will be,
made by the company insuring
the auto in which the injured
persons were riding, regardless
of who caused the accident,
hence the name, no-fault.
Under the new law, if you are
entitled to no-fault protection
and are injured, your insurance
payments will be made within
30 days.
The law requires that when
you register your vehicle, you
must continue to carry basic
auto liability protection in the
amount of $10,000-20,000 for
injuries and $5,000 for property
damage. And, unless you reject
it, you must have a minimum of
$10;000 basic no-fault benefits.
If you already have an
automobile liability policy, it
will be automatically changed
by your insurance company to
include the basic no-fault
personal injury coverage.
Note, however, that in order
to get this coverage, your right
to sue will be limited in case of a
minor injury. If you do not want
this lawsuit limitation, you have
the option to reject no-fault
benefits.
If you decide to reject the
lawsuit limitations, your
rejection must be in writing on
the form. If you don't receive a
form, you can obtain one from
your insurance agent, company
or the Kentucky Department of
Insurance.
A 10 per cent reduction will be
reflected in bodily injury
liability rates in the first year, if
all members of a family accept
the lawsuit limitation.
Under the no-fault law, you
will be allowed to sue when
medical and rehabilitation
expenses exceed $1,000 or if
there has been death, per-
mane nt disfigurement, a
fracture of a weight-bearing
-bone,,,, a compound or com-
minuted or displaced or com-
pressed fracture, a loss of a
body member, permanent in-
jury with reasonable medical
probability or permanent loss of
bodily function. .
The purpose of the limitation
on lawsuits, often called
"threshold," is to provide a
reasonable and fair means to
take the vast number of minor
suits out of the court system.
McGuffey said an informational
program on no-fault will be
aired by Kentucky Educational
Television stations on June 9.
Interest In Growing Sweet
Sorghum For Syrup Increasing
The interest of Kentuckians in
growing sweet sorghum for
syrup production seems to be on
the rise this year.
"We have received many
requests for Information about
where to get sweet sorghum
seed and how to grow the crop,"
says Morris J. Bitzer, Ex-
tension agronomist with the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
Bitzer says Dale is the best
variety of sweet sorghum for
growing in Kentucky, based on
variety trials conducted at the
UK substation at Quicksand.
Dale is a full-season variety
which should be planted before
May 20.
Dale produces high-quality
syrup which is light in color and
mild in flavor, according to
Bitzer. It doesn't gel (form
sugar crystals, as many other
varieties do. It is a short variety
with good resistance to lodging
and has produced a yield of over
200 gallons per acre in the
variety tests at Quicksand.
Bitzer says seed of the Dale





Mississippi State University, P.
0. Box 5267, State College,
Mississippi 39762. "As far as I
know, there is no seed of this
Variety being offered for sale in
Kentucky," he notes. "We need
to find people here in Kentucky
who are interested in producing
the seed."
Growing sweet sorghum is
very similar to growing corn,
according to the UK specialist.
It should be planted in the same
type of seed bed and in rows of
the same width as corn
Sorghum can be planted with a
corn planter using a special
plate. There should be a spacing
of six inches between each plant
in the row.
High soil fertility levels are
not needed for growing sweet
sorghum. Bitzer says 40 pounds
each of nitrogen, phosphate,
and potash per acre is suf-
ficient.
The only chemical cleared for
weed control on sweet sorghum
is propazine. If this chemical is
used, it should be applied at the
rate of two to two and one-half
pounds per acre at planting
time.
, , Harvesting of sweet sorghum
should be delayed until the seed
. -heads are in the dough stage. At
this stage, the highest yields
and the highest quality syrup is
produced.
' AfferftfelffIlt infottnIttarrest-
growing sweet sorghum is
contamedinA U . S. Department
of Agriculture publication
entitled "Culture of Sweet
the Superintendent of
Documents, U. S. Government
Sorghum for Syrup Produc-
tion," Agriculture Handbook
No. 441. This publication
available for sixty cents from
Printing Office, Washington, D.
C. 20402.
46 Drownings Reported During 1974
Forty-six people drowned in
1974 while using TVA lakes for
recreation, according to Dr.
James A. Oppold, planning
supervisor of TVA's Hazard
Control program at Chat-
tanooga.
"This statistic represents a
tragic waste of human life," Dr.
Oppold said. -Most drownings
occur because people fail to
take common-sense
precautions. The toll could be
much lower if everyone using
the lakes would avoid un-
necessary risks.''
Dr. Oppold noted that water
safety education can reduce the
number of drownings and cited
the fact that the 1974 figures
dropped significantly from an
average of 59 drownings per
year over the past 10 Years.
"Although this decrease in
numbers may not seem large, it
should be noted that the
recreational use of TVA lakes
has increased by about 16
million visits over the past four
years, and the number of
moored boats has increased by
2,500."
Dr. Oppold said that 20 people
drowned during the past year
while swimming or wading, and
urged all citizens who enjoy
water-oriented recreation to
learn how to swim, know their
limitations, and swim with a
partner or "buddy." He added
that children left to wade
without close supervision may
drown if they go into deep water
or step into underwater holes,
while "floaters" whose rubber
rafts, air mattresses, or inner
tubes lose air also become part
of the drowning statistics each
year.
Factors in boating deaths
included boating without
flotation devices, inexperienced
or unsafe operation of the boat,
drinking and other unsafe
conduct, overloaded boats, and
other common violations of
boating safety practices.
"Almost all drownings
Best Time To Cut Alfalfa Crop
Depends When Seedling Made
When and how often should
you harvest your alfalfa crop
for hay or snage? The answer
depends on how recently the
crop was seeded, according to
Garry Lacefield and J. Kenneth
Evans, Extension forage
specialists with the University
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
For alfalfwdstands which are
one-year-old or more, the UK
specialists say the first cutting
should be made as soon as the
first blooms become noticeable.
After the first cutting, most
varieties grown in Kentucky
can be cut three more times
during the growing season, with
an interval of about five weeks
between cuttings. An additional
-freeze-down" harvest can
usually be made in the fall after
freezing weather has arrived.
Alfalfa seeded last August or
September should be allowed to
become well-established before
it is cut this year. The first
cutting should be made about
June 1, the second about July 15,
and the third about September
1. In this case also, the crop can
be harvested or grazed after
"freeze-down, usually about
November 1.
Alfalfa seeded this spring
East Side of The Square
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unscented, ultimate hold,
super unscented
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should be ready to harvest
during late June or early July,
depending on the time of
seeding and spring growing
conditions. The plants usually
need 65-80 days between ger-
mination and the first cutting.
The second cutting can be made
45-55 days after the first. After
about November 1, the growth
can be cut again or grazed.
Lacefield and Evans say
these cutting schedules should
make it possible to harvest
high-quality hay with
reasonable yields and stand life.
They emphasize the need for
applying needed lime,
phosphorus, and potash as
shown by a soil test, and of
keeping the alfalfa weevil under
control.
resulting from boating could be
prevented if boaters would wear
personal flotation devices,
such as lifejackets or vests,"
Dr. Oppold said. "People
mistakenly believe that keeping
lifejackets close by, sitting on
them, or keeping them in a
compartment will be sufficient
if there is an emergency. But
too often, there is no time to put
them on when they are needed."
Twenty-one people lost their
lives while boating, fishing, or
canoeing in 1974.
TVA is publishing its annual
leaflet describing the factors
that contribute to drownings.
The leaflet will be given wide
distribution at the lakes to
acquaint recreation users with
the hazards and encourage
them to take precautions
against accidents.
The leaflet also warns of the
turbulent waters immediately
blow the dams. Last year four
persons drowned in these areas,
and records (which are not
complete) indicate that at least
15 others nearly lost their lives
in boating accidents in these
dangerous waters.
TVA and the U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers have
prepared a water safety film
entitled "Not By A Dam Site,"
which depicts the hazards
associated with boating close to
dams, locks, and hydroelectric
generating plants. The film
points out that boaters should
never anchor or tie their boats
to fixed structures in these
areas. If the water becomes
turbulent or rises suddenly, a
freed boat will simply float
downstream, but an anchored
boat will be upended or
swamped.
Copies of the film and the
leaflet "Some Facts on
Drownings in TVA Lakes" are
available from the TVA Hazard
Control Branch, Chattanooga,
Tennessee 37401, or from offices
of the TVA Division of Reser-
voir Properties.
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Alcoholic Driver Clinic Success
FRANKFORT, Ky.—More
than 1,900 Kentuckians, con-




(ADE) clinics during the first
six months of the program and,
as a result, retained their
drivers licenses.
Driver Licensing Director F.
E. Hodges, whose division in the
state Department of Tran-
sportation administers the
clinics at 18 statewide locations,
said that recent data on the
program indicates its success.
"Our total enrollment in the
clinics has been 1,989 through
March," Hodges said. "The
completion rate (meaning that
the enrollee attended each of
four successive two-and-one-
half hour sessions and par-
ticipated in class activities)
stands at 95 per cent.
"Another outstanding
statistic," added Hodges, "is
that only four of the nearly 2,000
people who have successfully
completed the course have been
subsequently convicted of a
repeat DWI offense.
"This indicates to me that
people value their driving
privileges (a second DWI
conviction means automatic
revocation of the person's
operators license for a one-year
period) and that they become
more aware of their respon-
sibilities as drivers and the
serious consequences of DWI
after completing the course.
"Under the old system of
automatically revoking the
drivers permit of a first of-
fender for six months (amended
by House Bill 190 passed by the
1974 General Assembly), an
economic hardship was often
put on the offenders and their
families. Often individuals
would continue to drive anyway
because it was so impractical
not to do so.
"I think that the extremely
low figure of only four DWI
repeaters indicates that the
ADE clinics have made a good
impression on the par-
ticipants," said Hodges.
"If the ADE clinics have
altered the drinking-driving
habits of a significant number
of people in this state, as the
record seems to indicate, then I
think they have been beneficial
not only to those individuals, but
also to all the other people with
whom they share the road."
Hodges said that the ADE
clinics have received a steadily
increasing number of referrals
from the courts around the state
and the program has become
widely accepted in the brief
period it has been established.
"There are presently 542
people enrolled in the clinics
being conducted during April,"
said Hodges, "and a lot of
referrals are being sent in for
the May clinics.
"The cooperation of the
courts of the Commonwealth in
referring people to the course
and the way it has been
received by the participants has
resulted in an ideal situation.
The ADE clinics are doing their
intended job in education and
we are now receiving enough
referrals ( each student pays a
$25 enrollment fee (to make the
program operate on a self-
supporting basis."
Hodges said that one of the
best comments about the course
was made by a doctor who was
recently enrolled. After com-
pleting the course, the doctor
evaluated it by saying, 'This
course is probably saving more
lives than I am."
DROUGHT BAD
FOR KENYA FARMERS
NAIROBI, Kenya ( AP) — Ag-
riculture in Kenya had a poor
year in 1974, mainly due to
drought and the higher prices
of farm machinery, according
to a government report re-
leased here.
Coffee production rose margi-
nally from 71,200 tons in 1973 to
72,800 tons. Tea production de-
clined from 56,600 to 50,100
tons. Sisal recorded the biggest
increase, from 58,100 tons in
1973 to 75,000 tons last year.
Cotton dropped from 16,200 to
14,500 tons and rice fell from
36,100 tons to 34,700 tons. Wheat
production went up from 124,600
tons to 136,200 tons and sugar-
cane output rose from 1.5 mil-
lion tons to 1.75 million tons.
Frosh Chairman
WASHINGTON—U. S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard (D-Ky.) will
continue as chairman of the 75
freshman Democrats of the 94th
Congress through June 30.
Hubbard, 37, was elected in
January as chairman of the
large freshman group, reported
to be the most new members of
either major party in any
previous Congress.
The class has voted 45-0) to
rotate its officers each six
months. Officers for July-
December will be elected late
next month.
The class' Committee on
Organizations and Functions,
headed by U. S. Rep. Herb
Harris ( D-Va.), recommended
earlier that the rotation of class
officers be every six months
and and that Hubbard and the
other elected officers serve
through June 30.
The other two officers of the
class are U. S. Rep. Gladys
Spellman (D-Md.), . vrce
chairman, and U. S. Rep.
Berkley Bedell ( D-Iowa),
secretary.
Restricted Grazing Allows Better
Use Of Lush Spring Grass Growth
With record numbers of cattle
on Kentucky farms this year,
cattlemen need to take full
advantage of the abundant
grass growth which occurs in
Kentucky during the spring.
That is pointed out by Garry
Lacefield and J. Kenneth
Evans, Extension forage
specialists with the University
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
The UK specialists note that
cool-season gasses such as
bluegrass, fescue, timothy, and
orchardgrass produce about
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two-thirds of their growth
during the first third of the
growing season. Cattle can get
the most use out of this abun-
dant spring growth if they are
restricted to small fields which
they can keep grazed down to
four to six inches of growth. The
quality of the grass is higher
and the cattle will eat more
when the plants are kept in a
young, leafy stage of growth.
Giving cattle full access to
pastures during the spring often
results in a lot of the grass
growth being wasted. Cattle
often refuse to eat grass plants
which have reached an ad-
vanced stage of maturity. Also,
when there is more grass
available than the animals can
keep grazed down, more of the
grass is trampled into the
ground.
Lacetield and Evans say one
good way to restrict grazing in
large fields is to put up electric
fences. It may only be
necessary to close gates to
restrict animals to smaller
fields. As the growth rate of the
cool-season grass slows down
in July, August, and September,
larger areas can be opened up
for grazing.
An important advantage of
using a restricted grazing
system is that fields not used for
grazing during the spring can
be harvested as hay or silage.
Hay should be harvested when
grass plants are in the boot to
early flowering stage of growth.
Hay cut at this early stage will
be leafier and more digestible
and will be cleaned up better by
cattle than hay cut when the
grass plants are more mature.
Fields which have been
renovated should be grazed
short to hold down grass
growth. They should be grazed.
until the cattle begin biting off
the tips of the young clover or
alfalfa seedlings, and then the
cattle should be removed
Before being grazed again or
cut for hay, clover should be
allowed four to six weeks to
recover, and alfalfa should have
eight to ten weeks.
Fields seeded to alfalfa and
clover should be grazed on a
rotational basis. The stocking
rate should be heavy enough
that an area will be grazed off in
ten days or less. After the area
has been grazed, the animals
should be removed and the
legumes should be allowed four
to six weeks to revpver before
grazing is resumed.
The U. S. Department of
Agriculture's Statistical
Reporting Service showed 3.75
million head of cattle and calves
in Kentucky on January 1, 1975,
a 17 per cent increase over a
year earlier. Lacefield and
Evans point out that this large
cattle population makes it very
important for farmers to pay
close attention to the production












Robert D. Yates, 1210 Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Phyllis Gail
Nesbitt, Route 1, Box 140,
Murray, Mrs. Marian Lee
Walsh, 1805 Sherry Lane,
Murray, Michael Barnett, 1517
Henry, Murray, Mrs. Geriln
Parker and Baby Boy, 302 West
6th, Benton, J.T. Duffy, Jr., 209
Pine Street, Murray, Mrs
Diana Dee Myers and Baby
Girl, 2316 Seneca Lane,
Paducah, Mrs. Debra Marie
Martin and Baby Girl, 208
Spruce, Murray, Kirbe George
Richerson, 1505 West Main,
Murray, Miss Janice Shelton.
Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. Gwen-
dolyn A. Moradi, P.O. Box 2875,
University Station, Murray,
Wallace D. Scarborough, 905
Fairlane Drive, Murray, Mrs.
Nomie L. Miller, 1315 Poplar,
Murray, Mrs. Julia Elizabeth
West, 401 South 8th, Murray,
Mrs. Audie B. Cochrum, Route
7, Box 110, Mayfield, Jefferson.
D. Shroat, 401 South 6th Street,
Murray, Mrs. Sula Mae Dodd,
Route 4, Box 256, Murray
Hubbard To Seasonal Feed Supply Should Be
Continue As Considered When Planning Season
The seasonal supply of feed
available to your beef cows
should be an important con-
sideration in planning when the
cows should have their calves.
That is pointed out by Curtis W.
Absher, Extension beef cattle
specialist at the University of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
"In most cases, the time when
the greatest amount of feed is
available should be the
breeding season," says Absher.
"Cows need more feed during
the breeding season than during
any other time of the year
because they have to provide
milk for the calf they already
have and also conceive a new
calf."
The UK specialist notes that
on most Kentucky farms, the
time when the most feed is
available is in the late spring
and early summer. This is the
time when cool-season grasses
such as bluegrass and fescue
are growing rapidly.
The time of the year when the
least amount of feed is available
should generally be the time
when calves have been weaned
and cows are dry, says Absher.
This means winter in most
cases.
Other factors you should
consider in determining when
calves should be born are the
availablity of labor for wat-
ching cows during the calving
season and the alternatives for
marketing or backgrounding
the calves.
Absher says you should plan a
breeding season which will limit
the calving season to 60 days or
less. To do this, you will need to
keep the bull in a separate lot
away from the cows during the
off-season. Electric fences can
be helful in keeping a bull under
control.
Turn the bull in with the cows
approximately nine months and
ten days before you want the
first calf to be born. Make sure
both the cow and the bull get an
adequate supply of feed before
and during the breeding season.
To shorten the breeding season,
cows can be bred as early as 45
or even 30 days after calving,
although the chances for con-
ception are greater if the cow is
at least 60 days past calving.
If your herd is presently
calving on a year-round basis,
you can move toward a 60-day
calving season by first moving
to two calving seasons, perhaps
one in the spring and one in the
fall. For the first or second
year, each breeding season
might extend to 75-90 days in
length, but there after should be
limited to 60 days. The two
breeding groups should be
divided and managed
separately.
After you have moved to two
calving seasons, you can
compare the performance of the
two groups of cows in terms of
yearly feed costs, breeding
performance, and weaning
weights of claves. When you
decide which group is per-
forming best, you can add
heifers to this group only and
cull cows heavily from the other
group.
Absher says it will probably
take four or five years to move
from a 365-day to a 60-day
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procedure. Of course, you can
move to a short calving season
sooner if you cull very heavily
and add only replacements
which will calve during the
desired calving season.
It is essential to control
diseases harmful to
reproduction if the goal of a 60-
day calving season is to be
reached, notes Absher. 'fl




with a local veterinarian for
advice on controlling these
diseases.
The California Wine Institute
claims seven out of every 10
bottles of wine enjoyed in the
United States are California
wine.
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Notice Set Forward By. . .
Max Churchill
Recently I sold the Murray Memorial Gardens to Mr.
Larry Tillman, who will be in charge of all operations in
the future. Having sold the Gardens has no bearing on
the position of the Max Churchill Funeral Home. The
report is that I sold the Funeral Home too, but this is an
error. I still own and operate the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with help of my wife Nell, and my em-
ployees, Mr. and Mrs. James Shelton and Mr. Eugene
Kirk.
The Max Churchill Funeral Home has always been
known as the Friendly Funeral Home conveniently
located and its warm home-like atmosphere, because
we are here to serve you the people of Murray and
Calloway County along with the neighboring
territories.
Experience is a great asset to anyone and we feel like
this is ever present at the Max Churchill Funeral Home
along with ethics which always prevails here.
Remember Max has not sold his Funeral Home to
anyone, so be assured that you will always receive a
courteous welcome and a warm hand shake as has been
our policy for nearly thirty years.. . since April 15, 1946
• to be exact.
Thank you for all past favors and consideration that
has come our way, and we hope to serve you in the
future as in the past. •
Mr. and Mrs. Max Churchill,
Democratic Candidate For The People's Office
Political ad paid for by Jo Cram Campaign Committee, Donald F. Henry', Treasurer, North 4th Murray
If you marinate meats in
wine use a glass or porcelain
utensil if themarinating Will g°
on for more than an hour.
Some metals give food and
wine an off-flavor.
Sole Owners.
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